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What they needed
A global technology company needed to review over 19M documents 
to reach on-time certification of compliance for a high-stakes, 
time-sensitive, Department of Justice (DOJ) Hart-Scott-Rodino (HSR) 
Second Request. In addition to meeting substantial compliance, it 
was critical that the company identify the key documents within the 
production population. 

The company and two outside counsel teams turned to Lighthouse 
for responsive review, privilege analytics, and key document 
identification support. 

How we did it
The project scope, from processing through production, required  
an integrated approach, utilizing a wide range of capabilities within 
the Lighthouse HSR Second Request solution.

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE PRODUCTION
First, Lighthouse managed the intake and processing of more than 
19M documents. Using enhanced data reduction tools, the data 
population was reduced by 59%. The remaining 8M+ documents  
were put through our proprietary responsive review, which comprises 
a hybrid of machine learning and linguistics. 

Then, our proprietary privilege analytics tool was used to perform privilege analytics on the dataset. Documents sent for 
privilege review were automatically organized into tiers, allowing a review of the most critical privilege documents first. 

KEY DOCUMENT IDENTIFICATION (KDI)
Rather than relying on keyword culling to reduce volume and limit the search universe, Lighthouse experts analyzed the data 
population and leveraged proprietary algorithms to safely reduce the universe to documents that contained unique content. 
The starting search universe was restricted to the custodians through metadata and mentions of the custodian name variants 
in the document text. Removal of bulk non-responsive or junk content, as well as proprietary methods of deduplication of 
documents, further reduced the population. 

From there, a team of six data retrieval experts leveraged proprietary search technology and institutional knowledge of the 
client’s data, which was gleaned from working with the company in a managed services capacity. Our search tool utilizes 
multiple search technologies, offers a robust search syntax, and supports large data volumes beyond industry-standard tools. 

A global technology company leveraged the  
Lighthouse Second Request hybrid workflow – which  
couples advanced analytics with specialized services
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This method allowed the team to focus only on documents that pertained to specified geographic locations, which,  
in this particular matter, was key to signaling the potential relevance of documents. 

The results
For this corporate client, Lighthouse enabled on-time certification of compliance for a high-stakes, time-sensitive,  
DOJ HSR Second Request, at a highly competitive per-document cost. 

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE PRODUCTION
Substantial compliance was achieved in just 51 days from onset of the matter. Our proprietary responsive review achieved 
nearly 90% recall and 80%+ precision.

Using our proprietary privilege analytics, nearly 120K fewer documents were sent to review compared to the client’s 
conventional method, which led to $370K in savings. Our tool also identified 11K+ privilege documents that would have 
been missed by the client’s existing privilege term set. This workflow resulted in the production of 990K documents, of 
which 207K were coded for privilege.

KEY DOCUMENT IDENTIFICATION (KDI)
Key documents began flowing to the case team only three days following the kickoff meeting. Over the course of three 
weeks, the Lighthouse team provided 1K key documents in eight rolling deliveries. By gaining immediate access to these 
documents and eliminating the need for time-consuming and costly manual review, Lighthouse saved the team at least a 
month’s worth of preparation time for witness interviews and defense preparation. 

The Lighthouse team’s iterative process and weekly meetings with the case team also enabled instant integration of 
counsel and/or witness feedback throughout the project. This instant integration of feedback helped yield more accurate 
search results. By using documents identified through this process, outside counsel was able to quickly prepare for 
critical witness interviews and file a more strategic defense in the matter. 
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